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From So Last Century to So This Century
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ing feat of the 20th century, they could have
disruption.
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by technology will ever fulfill their potential to
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improve our lives at home, at work, and at play.
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Californians are embracing new energy soluInstead, they chose the electric grid — that coltions faster than people anywhere else, from
lection of switching stations, transformers, and
solar rooftops and other renewables to energy
thousands of miles of wire that connected a
storage and electric vehicles. More advances
nation to a new era. It may not be as spectacular
are on the way as clean-tech firms in Silicon Valas Neil Armstrong’s moonwalk nor as soaring
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or graceful as the Golden Gate Bridge, but as
achieve, let alone imagine.
the Academy understood, it powers all the daily
But just as personal computers turned out to be
miracles that make modern life possible. Pretty
far more powerful when connected to the Interamazing.
net, today’s emerging energy innovations will
But does that mean the electric grid is “so last
deliver far greater bencentury”? Not at all.
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its tremendous solar and
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remote areas, it is relycentury grid is the key
ing on utility power lines
to realizing the clean
to bring that energy into
energy solutions we
population centers. Transmission towers and
need to continue expanding our economy and
cables extending into neighboring states also
improving our quality of life, while reducing our
allow California to sell excess renewable energy
carbon footprint.
during periods when we can’t use it all. Without
Instead of the one-way delivery of electricity, the
that ability, clean energy producers would be
21st century energy grid will be a dynamic, allshut out of distant markets.
points exchange able to absorb electrons made

When the National Academy

PG&E is working to build a smarter electric grid to deliver
clean energy solutions and continue to strengthen our growing
economy and quality of life.

Even the expansion of rooftop solar requires
a robust electric grid. No grid — no power at
night or solar customers selling energy during
the day.
Likewise, new energy storage technologies work
by enhancing the grid, not replacing it. Rather
than luring people to leave the grid, storage will
increasingly contribute to making that shared
infrastructure more reliable by smoothing the
fluctuations of wind and solar energy.
California policy makers and utility companies
have shown a strong commitment to grid modernization, from smart meters to intelligent sensors and switches on power lines. We need to
continue supporting these investments.
If the last 100 years are any indication, the coming changes will dwarf those of the previous
century, while bringing enormous benefit to
California’s citizens, to our economy, and to a
healthy environment.
When the question is asked decades from today
about the greatest engineering feat of the 21st
century, we should not be surprised if the electric grid once again comes out on top.
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